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Hunger Report 'devastating’ 
Commissioners’ reaction appalling
"When you see hungry children, the memory haunts you fo r  a long
time a fte r..."
Reports and recommendations 
concerning hunger conditions and 
surplus food distribution in the 
state’s 10 counties were due on 
Governor Walter Peterson’s desk 
yesterday.
Peterson directed the county 
commissioners to examine hun­
ger problems in their areas 30 
days ago, after an Office of Eco­
nomic Opportunity report re ­
vealed “ a great discrepancy be­
tween those available for nutri­
tional assistance and those ac­
tually receiving it.”
The report, compiled at the Bu­
reau of Research and Testing 
Services at UNH, described hun­
ger and poverty conditions 
throughout the state.
Peterson initially labeled the 
report “ sensational,” but re ­
acted by handing his directive 
‘to the county commissioners.
“ The political impact was un- 
voidable,” said Albert Elwell, 
project coordinator at the Bu­
reau of Educational and Testing 
Services. “ But now people are 
attacking the problem construc­
tively, which was the mode and 
purpose of the report.”
Jim San Souci a UNH senior 
and Alan MacKay prepared the 
report during the summer. They 
traveled 4000 miles and logged
University budget aliocations decided
The University Board of Trus­
tees met this past weekend to 
determine the allocation of the 
University budget over this bi­
ennium.
“ The trustees recognize that 
we have serious problems in 
meeting the minimum financial 
needs of the university,” ex­
plained UNH President John W. 
McConnell.
Last year the University sys­
tem, including Keene and Ply­
mouth State Colleges and all ex­
tension branches, requested a 
minimum budget of $30.9 million 
from the state legislature. The 
trustees decided in March to ini­
tiate planning using the minimum 
budget figure.
The legislature appropriated 
$25.9 million for the University 
system at the end of their ses­
sion in June. At a special meet­
ing on July 9, 1969, the Board 
of Trustees raised UNH in-state 
tuition $180 to compensate for the 
$5 million cut. Keene and Ply­
mouth raised in-state tuition 
$ 2 0 0 .
“ This gives us within about 
$100,000 of the minimum budget
by Robin Snodgrass
we proposed,” said McConnell.
With the $7,872,000 state allo­
cation to the University, plus the 
additional income from the tui­
tion hike and a few economics 
in operation, the Durham campus 
has sufficient income to take care 
of expenses this year. However, 
next year’s allocation of 
$8,121,000 does not allow for the 
necessary increases in cost.
The administration offered se­
veral alternative budget propo­
sals to the Board of Trustees 
for 1970-71 ranging from a bud­
get based on original minimum 
needs to one using only the mo­
ney on hand.
“ After examining this ma­
terial, the trustees authorized us 
to go ahead on a plan which will 
permit expenditure to within 
$180,000 of the minimum budget 
proposed last spring,” said Mc­
Connell.
In addition to urging certain 
economics in operation the board 
adopted a plan of “ selective 
admissions” to take full ad­
vantage of under-enrolled cour-
Classes ok’d for Reading Period
The Office of the Academic 
Vice President can now make 
exception to the general require­
ment that no regularly scheduled 
classes, examinations, tests or 
quizzes be conducted during the 
upcoming two week reading pe­
riod.
The decision was made a re ­
cent meeting of University aca­
demic deans.
Classes can be conducted 
during the reading period only 
if the department involved re ­
quests permission by formal ap­
plication through the appropriate 
college dean.
As a group, the academic deans 
were concerned that for certain 
courses, particularly elementary 
ones, the reading period might 
be inefficient or academically 
undesirable.
ses.
McConnell explained that ju­
nior and senior transfer students 
with definite major objectives 
will be accepted in departments 
where upperclass enrollment is 
inadequate.
He believes these transfers do 
not add to already over-enrolled 
freshman and sophomore cour­
ses. “ This plan is also in the 
best interest of the depart­
ments,” said McConnell.
State law places the maximum 
number of out-of-state students 
at 25 percent of capacity. This 
year, out-of-state students com­
prise 24.6 percent of UNH’s en­
rollment.
“We’ve always used the enroll­
ment figure,” said McConnell, 
“ but here capacity makes much 
more sense.” He also said 
the trustees have the authority 
to waive the percentage under un­
usual circumstances.
The board does not intend to 
raise in-state tuition to compen­
sate for next year’s deficit.
The state legislature last year 
enacted a law which requires 
out-of-state students to pay the 
direct cost of their instruction 
plus overhead expenses including 
amortization of buildings. This 
means that out-of-state tuition 
must be re-figured every year. 
This year’s out-of-state tuition 
figure is calculated only on the 
direct cost of instruction.
The special session of the le­
gislature, which will meet in Jan­
uary 1970 to discuss the Task 
Force’s report on the state bud­
get, may make additional appro­
priations.
“ I’m not hopeful on that,” 
said McConnell, “ but to the ex­
tent that that happens, other al­
ternatives will be minimized.”
by Ron Winslow 
Ass't News Editor
1300 hours in gathering data for 
the 30 page illustrated report. 
Mary Anne Bryne, a UNH senior, 
helped with interviewing.
“We worked in teams,” San 
Souci explained. “ One of us 
did the interviewing while the 
other took photographs.”
The teams worked through po­
verty aides and VISTA workers 
who had already made contact 
with poor families in the state. 
“ They had the people’s trust,” 
San Souci said. “We had no 
trouble with interviews and no 
problems getting photographs ei­
ther. We also found that poor 
people are more comfortable if 
you dress the way they do ” 
he added. “ They are suspicious 
of coats and ties.”
New Hampshire has been dis­
tributing surplus foods to the 
state’s poor, under the Direct 
Distribution Program of the U- 
nited States Department of Agri­
culture. The report brings to 
the surface problems in food dis­
tribution, as well as the condi­
tions of those hungry families 
“  hidden away from tree lined 
highways and removed from the 
tourist attractions.”
The attitude of local adminis­
trators of the Direct Distribution 
Program, as revealed in the re ­
port, is often more appalling than 
the conditions which many of New 
Hampshire’s poor live with.
The report quotes a town 
selectman, “ I’ll admit we don’t 
bust our backs to help these 
people. They’re a burden on the 
town. If things are too good for 
them they’ll stay forever. We’d
just as soon they go someplace 
else.”
Another selectman said, “ Sure 
we’d put the surplus in if the 
people wanted it. We just don’t 
have enough people that want 
it.”
“ I just as soon forget the 
whole thing,” commented a 
county commissioner.
Interviewers found answers to 
such comments among the poor. 
In a profile of one poor family, 
a father said, “ I wouldn’t have 
taken even that (county assist­
ance) if it wasn’t for the kids. 
They make you feel so low when 
they give you any help at all.”
The report told of another 
man having trouble getting 
assistance. “ I tried several 
times to get surplus foods from 
the town but nothing ever hap­
pened. They told me I had to go 
to the county. I went to the 
county and they told me I had to 
go back to the town... The man said 
if I wanted to sign (my) house 
over to the town they could help 
me.”
The towns who don’t partici­
pate manage to find excuses for 
their inaction, according to the 
study. “ The selectmen won’t 
carry it (the surplus distribu­
tion program),” noted a needy 
citizen. “When I first went with 
an aide, he (the selectman) told 
us we needed seven signatures of 
people who qualified in order to 
carry the program. We got them 
and he said he was sorry, but we 
needed eight by law...Every time 
we go he tells us we need more 
names.”
These citizen reactions come 
from just a few of 34,000 house 
holds in New Hampshire who, ac- 
(Continued on page 8)
Old Man W inter and O ld Lady Fa ll meet unexpectedly to consu- 
mate their annual rites. This was the earliest such meeting in 85 years.
(Photo by Wallner)
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Savage outlines University admissions procedures
by Marcia Powers
In-state and out-of-state stu­
dents who apply to the University 
are accepted on the basis of five 
factors, said Eugene A. Savage, 
director of admissions.
However, in-state students are 
given priority. According to the 
Board of Trustees, 75 per cent of 
the 1825 freshmen who will be ad­
mitted next fall will be New 
Hampshire residents.
“ The first consideration is the 
student’s high school record and 
rank in his class; second,the type 
of program followed by the stu­
dent in high school; third, the 
recommendation* of the secondary 
school; four th, the student’s C ol - 
lege Board Scholastic Aptitude 
Test; and fifth, the student’s 
extra-curricular and non school 
activities.” Savage explained.
When evaluating the in-state 
student, more emphasis is given 
to the student’s high school 
record, and less given to his 
College Board scores. The stu­
dent must rank in the upper two- 
fifths of his class.
Out-of-state students are con­
sidered for admission through a 
more selective process. “ First
Eugene A. Savage,
we pre-determine that of the out- 
of-state students we accept there 
will be an equal number of boys 
and girls,” Savage said.
“ Girls must be ranked within 
the top 10-15 per cent of their
Attention Single UNH Students 
and Staff
Now leasing double rooms on 
UNH Campus, near Stoke Hall.
director of admissions.
(Staff photo)
class. Boys must be within the 
top 20-25per cent of their class,” 
he added.
College Board scores of out- 
of-state residents are given more 
emphasis. “ Scores usually run 
in the high 500’s for out-of-state 
girls and range in the mid SCO’s 
and up for the boys,” said Savage.
Last year, 3400 out-of-state 
students applied for admission 
to the University. Nine hundred 
students were accepted, but only
450 enrolled. Comparatively, 
nearly 80 per cent of the New 
Hampshire residents who were 
accepted actually enrolled.
Transfer students
During the past year approxi­
mately 420 transfer students 
were admitted to the University. 
Twenty-five per cent of the stu­
dents were from out of the 
state.
The admission policy requires 
all qualified New Hampshire 
residents to be accepted.
Acceptance is based on the 
academic standing of the student 
in his previous institution, 
the student’s cumulative average 
being at least a 2.0, and the 
five factors considered in re ­
viewing freshman candidates.
In addition to the 25 per cent 
out-of-state transfer students 
normally admitted, the Univer­
sity Board of Trustees has re ­
cently authorized a one year pro­
gram of selective admissions.
The program provides for the 
acceptance of additional trans­
fer students at the upper-class 
level in specific programs.
The Trustees said there was 
no change, however, in the pre­
sent policy of admitting all 
qualified students.
Students accepted under the 
selective transfer program will 
be admitted to a specific col­
lege rather than to the Univer­
sity at large.
Once admitted the student’s
enrollment does not permit them 
to transfer to another under­
graduate college unless there are 
vacancies available in the new 
college.
Veterans
The admissions office has had 
exceptional success in working 
with returning New Hampshire 
servicemen, Savage said.
“ They are separated into two 
groups. The first group of vet­
erans are qualified in every way 
and are directly admitted to the 
University.” he continued.
The second group consists 
of servicemen who had unsuc­
cessful college experiences prior 
to entering the service. “ In 
working with this second group 
our basic policy is that if their 
overall secondary school record 
indicates potential for success 
in their desired program, we ap­
prove them as special students 
for one semester,” Savage said.
If the servicemen acquire a 
2.0 average in their first se­
mester they are eligible for 
full matriculation.
“ In September of 1968 we en­
rolled 25 veterans as special 
students. At the end of their 
first semester 24 of these men 
had acquired a 2.0,” Savage said.
Alumni
Sons and daughters of out-of- 
state alumni are given in-state 
consideration for admission to 
the University. They must, how­
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Student Caucus to hold open forum
A forum, opened to all stu­
dents, will be conducted at 7 p.m. 
Monday in the Strafford Room 
of the Memorial Union.
“ Any student can talk about 
anything he wants,” said Brad 
Cook, student body president, 
“ and it will be considered by 
the University senators.”
A proposed motion will be dis­
cussed regarding a resolution to 
equalize the parking situation for 
students, said Cook.
The restructuring of class of­
ficers and class organization will 
also be discussed at the forum. 
Cook expects action to be taken 
on his proposal at the student 
caucus immediately.
The Student Government pro­
posal asks that first, “ thepresi­
dent and vice-president of each 
class be elected at the beginning 
of the junior year to begin to 
coordinate activities of the class 
and work with the officers of the 
preceding class on that class’s 
graduation to gain experience.” 
Second, that “ a class steering 
committee of 10 members be
THANK YOU
to all who made the 
"Coun fry
Fair Blood Drawing” 
the success it was
from
Durham Red Cross Chapter
elected at the beginning of the 
senior year to work with the 
president and vice-president in 
running class graduation func­
tions in conjunction with the pro­
per officers of the University ad­
ministration.”
The position paper states that 
the system will take effect with 
the election of officers of the 
Class of 1971 in the fall of 1969, 
or soon after its passage.
Also, “ no other class elec­
tions except those mentioned in 
the motion will be held. All 
present class officers, with the 
exception of those of the class 
of 1970 will lose office upon the 
passage of the motion.”
Two motions for rule changes 
will be submitted by Mark 
Wefers, a university senator and 
president of the Residence Hall 
Advisory Council.
The motions propose that “ all 
freshman women who are under 
18 years of age on September 1 
are required to live in University 
housing except those who have 
parental permission, and ap­
proval of the associate dean of 
. students to reside outside uni­
versity housing.”
Under the present system, wo­
men are required to live in uni­
versity housing until they are 20 
years of age.
Wefers’ second motion pro­
poses that “ senior, junior, 
sophomore and second semester 
freshmen women be eligible for 
the self-imposed curfew system 
and voluntary sign-out (except 
for vacation.).”
Also, first semester freshmen 
women have a 12 midnight curfew 
Sunday through Thursday nights 
and a 1 a.m. curfew on Friday 
and Saturday nights.” However, 
“ upon reaching the age of 20 a 
woman has junior rules. Fresh­
men women have second se­
mester rules when the reading 
period begins.”
Under the present system, 




Dr. B. F. Skinner, Harvard 
psychologist, says hippie com- 
muniti«B are too poorly organized 
to survive, but predicts that be­
fore the end of the century Am­
ericans will start a trend toward 
communal living.
Today’s families are too small 
to make living together emo­
tionally comfortable, but larger 
groups “ can live together with 
good internal personal relation­
ships,” Dr. Skinner said in an 
interview before a speech in 
Charlotte, N.C.
WHY  ̂f\ NICE 6/RL 
LIKE YOU FEELING
EVERY M Cm H? THATt PREHISTORIC'
You’re not as mini as usual.^ It's only temporary, 
you know. A monthly problem. But who cares when  
you have that puffy, bloated, "Oh, I ’m so fat feeling  
T R E N D A R , that’s who. T R E N D A R ’LL help keep you 
sl im  as you are a ll m o n th  lo n g .  Its m odern  d iu re t ic  
(water-reducing) action controls temporary pre-men- 
strual weight gain. (That can be up to 7 pounds!) Start 
taking T R E N D A R  4 to 7 days before that time. It’ll help 
make you look better and feel better.
TRENORR.ittmES YOUGLAO YDUhEA &RL!
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Speech therapy and education clinic to be built
by Keith Gardner 
Staff Reporter
The state legislature recently 
appropriated $800,000 for the 
construction of a speech therapy 
clinic at UNH. The clinic will 
be included in the extension of 
the Paul Arts building which will 
begin construction in the spring 
of 1970.
Speech and drama majors, 
specializing in speech therapy, 
now must go outside the Univer­
sity to gain clinical experience 
in their field.
“We have been waiting for this 
clinic for six years,” said Fred­
erick P. Murray, project director 
for the speech and hearing divi­
sion of the speech and drama 
department.
The new clinic will include an 
audiological testing suite, in­
dividual and group therapy 
rooms, classrooms and offices. 
Speech majors will work in the 
clinic under the supervision of 
professional speech therapists, 
handling children and adults with 
speech problems.
“ It will be unique in the state 
of New Hampshire in that it is a 
teaching clinic,” said Mrs. Mari­
anne Jaffe, member of the speech 
and drama department. No other 
clinic in New Hampshire is set up
State Department of Education for 
the training of four teachers for 
the handicapped children.
The grant will support four 
UNH majors in speech and hear­
ing who will be visiting rehabili­
tation centers in Portsmouth and 
Manchester to learn and practice 
therapy skills throughout the aca­
demic year.
Murray and Mrs. Jaffe, both 
speech and drama faculty mem­
bers at UNH, will assist and 
supervise all work by seniors 
Elaine Blatsos, Lynda Boyd, Jud­
ith E. Reed, and Carol Ann Sy- 
monds. The students will each 
receive $800 covering a full 
year's tuition and fees at the Uni­
versity.
The four students were chosen 
from 29 majors on the basis of 
“ need and scholarship.”
A fifth student will be chosen 
to receive a $500 stipend from the
Zonta Club, a professional wo­
men’s club in Manchester. The 
person has not been chosen yet, 
but he or she will be doing the 
same type of work as the other 
four students.
According to Murray, the re ­
maining grant stipend in the 
amount of roughly $1,200 per stu­
dent will be given to the speech 
and hearing division “ for the ex­
pansion of work in the field of 
speech and hearing at UNH.” 
This includes the purchase of 
new equipment and the addition 
of personnel.
Students who major in speech 
and hearing also participate in 
a program which aids UNH stu­
dents with speech problems.
Speech majors will also work 
with the Portsmouth Rehabilita­
tion Center, which is going to put 
out a mobile unit to service the 
upper part of New Hampshire.
Mrs. Marianne Jaffe of the Speech and Drama
to instruct students in the field of 
therapy.
Mrs. Jaffe also mentioned 
hopes that the clinic will also 
become a research clinic. This 
would be another first for New 
Hampshire since no other clinic
Department
(Staff photo)
has set up research programs.
“ This clinic will be a place for 
therapy and evaluation,” said 
Mrs. Jaffe.
Other developments within 
the speech and hearing division 
include an $8,000 grant from the
Incentive given for student loons
SPU seeks restoration of university purpose
by Barbara Baird 
Staff Reporter
A discussion of the article 
“ The Education and the Univer­
sity We Need Now” opened the 
second organizational meet­
ing of the Student Political Union 
at 8 p.m. Sunday in the Merri­
mack Room of the Memorial 
Union.
Salim Tamari, a graduate stu­
dent in sociology, led the group 
discussion of the article which 
appeared in the New York Re­
view.
“We need a restoration of the 
original purpose of the uni­
versity,” said Tamari, “ The 
university, as it exists today, 
is not a reflection of society, or a 
cultural synthesis. Its major 
function is turning out a man 
agerial elite for society,” he 
continued.
The article contends that com­
pulsory schooling was developed 
by society as a substitute for 
“ finding something useful and re ­
warding for young people to do.” 
Furthermore this prolonged 
schooling does not directly quali­
fy people for employment.
A need exists for a shift of 
technical training away from the 
university, thereby releasing the 
university from its custodial 
function, the article continued.
The “ Left” , in transforming 
the university system, is impor­
tant, not in reforming the uni­
versity structure, but rather in 
overcoming the deeper, fi * in 
society—elitism.
The suggested objective for 
this year’s organization of the 
SPU on campus included an all- 
over strengthfening of purpose.
A debate arose regarding the 
conflict between campus activi­
ties and the effort to help the 
working people in this area. The
strategy of unity was again sug­
gested as the* only means of ac­
complishment.
The basic structure was out­
lined, including three com­
mittees, (1) campus-worker stu­
dent alliance, (2) Female Lib­
eration Committee, and (3) Youth 
Culture or “ Alienated Youth” 
Committee.
Congress recently approved a 
bill designed to encourage banks 
to make federally guaranteed 
loans to college students.
Members of the House voted 
326 to 10 to pass the bill, which 
will provide an incentive allow­
ance for the banks equal to an 
additional three per cent interest.
A recent increase in the prime 
interest rate to 8 1/2 per cent 
made the legislation necessary. 
The present law limits the in­
terest rate on student loans to 
seven per cent. Banks would 
receive 10 per cent if the full 
allowance were paid.
The amount of the incentive 
payment would be determined 
each quarter by the Secretary of 
Welfetre and would apply to loans 
made between last August 1 and 
July 1, 1971.
ALL YOU
GET OUT OF TOWN.
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We Leave From Durham Daily:
8:05 AM 11:45 AM 3:20 PM 
Sundays & Holidays 6:05 PM
to Boston Greyhound Terminal
We Return To Durham Daily:
9:00 AM 10:30 AM 5:30 PM 
Sundays & Holidays 9:00 PM
From Boston Greyhound Terminal
For Info. & Tickets Call 
Michaud Bus Lines Inc. 
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The bill authorizes $20 million 
for payment of allowances during 
the present fiscal year and $40 
million for the fiscal year 1971.
The bill also authorizes $240 
million more during the next two 
years for three other student aid 
programs.
As soon as a serviceman is 
discharged he should obtain his 
Certificate of Eligibility from 
the VA if he intends to take 
advantage of educational or on- 
the-job training benefits under 
the G.I. Bill.
Advertisem ent $
Today there are three 
basic pant styles. Straight legs 
or stovepipes, flares, and the 
ever present tapered pant. 
Stovepipes are probably the 
most popular style for the 
man who is not quite ready 
for flares and yet wants a 
fashion look in pants. A  
stovepipe cut is tapered from 
the top of the thigh to the 
knee to the ankle, usually in a 
15" drop. The pant is not 
flared but gives the illusion of 
being flared. Flared slacks, 
which today represent from 
40 to 60% of the pant mar­
ket, come in many different 
styles. The most popular is 
the gentleman's flare which is 
tapered to the knee and then 
dropped from a 15" knee to a 
17" bottom, not to much but 
just enough to give a very 
smart look. Other variations 
are rhinocerous and elephant 
bells, which needless to say 
are extremely wide ranging 
from 22" to 29" at tbe bot­
tom. The smartest look in 
flares is done today by Paul 
Ressler. His pants are cut full 
from the thigh to the ankle 
w ith  th e  bo tto m  width  
varying from 18" to 21", he 
is working with corduroy, 
wool and synthetic fabrics. 
Stop by and look at his fine 
collection of flares.
/ O
Stuart ShaiiMsr Inc. 
Mans' Ctothlng 
Store for Traditional 
and Latmt Faihiom
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The Aquarius Coffeehouse 
huffed and puffed its way to a 
premiere opening last night at 
8 p.m. in the rustic confines 
of the Schofield House base­
ment on Strafford Avenue.
The coffeehouse, sponsored 
by the Memorial Union Student 
Organization, had been hamp­
ered in the past by plumbing, 
heating difficulties, and lack of 
student help. Stringent fire 
laws had also prevented 
Aquarius from opening last 
year.
The coffeehouse has been in 
the planning stages for about 
two years. The project re ­
ceived a $1000 budget loan 
from MUSO on condition that 
Aquarius would be permitted 
to take a $500 dollar loss. 
Therefore the coffeehouse is 
only required to pay back half 
of the original loan.
Two thousand dollars worth 
of free service was donated by 
the University Service De­
partment, but the operators of 
Aquarius have only used a 
small amount of the service.
John Hyde, a junior business 
major, originally in charge of 
the coffeehouse, was forced to
quit for personal reasons. 
Last spring student interest in 
the coffeehouse faded, because 
people weren’t aware of its ex­
istence.
Manager Roger Piwowarski, 
aided by MUSO President 
Mark Yerby, Pat Rule, David 
LaPlante and a few others, 
has used $200 of the budget this 
year to remodel the Schofield 
House basement into Aquarius,
Those visiting Aquarius last 
night were seated around 
tables fashioned ftom old tele­
phone cable spindles. Lum­
inescent star constellations 
are painted on each of the 
tables giving the room the 
appearance of an astrology 
parlor.
Aquarius is equipped with a 
snack bar and kitchen, which 
features an ancient refrigera­
tor that actually works and a 
sink with running water. 
A display case, built on the 
snack bar will later hold past­
ries and “ other little goodies” 
said Piwowarski.
The central room of Aquar­
ius measures about 35 ft. by 
26 ft. and can accommodate
50 people. A small wooden 
platform near the main en­
trance serves as a stage for 
guitar players, or students 
who want to read short stories 
or poetry.
Eventually a small student 
art shop, “ Stash” , will open 
opposite the kitchen. Stash, 
managed by Michael D. 
Barker, junior art major, will 
sell leather goods, pottery, 
and jewelry.
For a cover charge of 25 
cents, ■’ive blends of tea and 
coffee are offered. Other 
Aquarius refreshments will 
include animal crackers and 
cider. MUSO is presently 
purchasing 20 gallons of 
kegged cider.
Piwowarski labeled the open­
ing of the coffeehouse “ your 
own thing” night where any­
one was free to recite poetry 
or sing a song. Josh Sher­
man is scheduled to sing folk 
selections for two hours to­
night. Live entertainment is 
planned for Saturday. Piwow­
arski sees the possibility of 
contracting high-paid per­
formers, possibly from Bos­
ton, in the future.
Writing on the walls of 
Aquarius Coffeehouse tells it 
all: *and love will steer the 
stars.’
(photo by Wallner)
Oxford summer for UNH  coeds Artistic 1969 Granite
will not be traditionalOne day last fall Diane Kruch- kow, a senior English major, 
spotted a notice on the English 
department bulletinboard adver- 
tisirig a summer program from 
the University of Massachusetts, 
offering studies in English at 
Trinity College, Oxford Uni 
versity.
Junior English major Joanne 
Conroy saw the same notice, and 
on June 18, the two girls flew 
out of Logan Airport for a 
summer abroad.
The girls applied to UMass 
last fall and were accepted early 
last spring on the basis of merit 
in English.
“ The Seminar provides gradu­
ate and undergraduate students 
of demonstrated ability the 
chance to select English Litera­
ture Studies in Seminars led by 
notable Oxford dons (profes­
sors),” read the application. The 
girls cpuld elect courses for 
transferable credit or audit.
Miss Kruchkow, who graduated 
in June, is now a graduate stu­
dent and an instructor in Life 
Studies. She had elected a gradu­
ate seminar in Dickens for credit 
and chose to audit a second 
seminar on the works of Ben
by Pat Bowie 
Staff Reporter
Jonson. She also “ unofficially” 
audited a modern drama course 
with Miss Conroy, who also 
attended a modern poetry course 
for the six-week session.
Prior to the opening of the 
session on July 3, the seminar 
of 120 students representing 52 
colleges and universities spent a 
week travelling on the cmitinent, 
financed through the seminar. 
“ I was just anxious to get to 
Oxford, but that week gave you a 
chance to unwind from your regu­
lar school classes,” Miss Con­
roy observed. She added that be­
cause students were still getting 
to know each other, the group 
activity was hard on everyone.
Miss Conroy had one word for 
Oxford: tradition. She recalled 
a narrow cobblestone street 
which rims behind Christchurch, 
where an atmosphere of the 
Middle Ages still lingers. On 
one wall scrawled in white paint 
was a bit of graffitti: “ Re­
member Biafra.”
The girls attended classes at 
several of the colleges within the 
University system including
COLLEGE CORNER RESTAURANT
Open Mon—Sat 7 AM — 10 PM 
Sun SAM — 10 PM
For Faster Take Out Service Call ahead 868-9811 
Serving DINNERS
A hh
GRINDERS: Ham -  Tuna -  Meat Ball -  
Veal Cutlet — Roast Beef:
Hot Pastromi on Onion Roll — Tuna Roll — 
B.L.T. — V4lh Char Beef Burger
DESSERTS -  ICE CREAM -  SUNDAES 
PUDDING -  PIE -  FRAPPES -  TONIC
DOWN UNDER PUB
Now Featuring 
Speedy Businessmens Lunch 
Served Daily 11:30-2:00
Magdalen, Keble, Trinity, and 
Baliol. Miss Kruchkow, who 
received a graduate scholarship 
to help defray expenses, re ­
marked, “ I was busy 18 hours 
a day...But just being at Oxford 
is a learning experience.”
The entire seminar travelled 
to Stratford to see “ A Winter’s 
Tale” , visited Stonehenge, and 
travelled to London to see “ She 
Stoops to Conquer” starring Tom 
Courtney.
Every Wednesday evening, the 
students dressed for “ High 
Table” where notable English 
authors, poets, and lecturers 
spoke. Students lived in single 
capacity two-room suites in a 
“ staircase” (dorm), and enjoyed 
tea, coffee or beer downstairs 
in a stone-arched pub below the 
dining hall.
Miss Kruchkow met several in­
teresting people including the 
creator of “ The Avengers” . “ I 
want to go back and have a flat 
in Trinity,” she said “ andwatch 
all the kids go to classes.”
Miss Kruchkow said UNH and 
Oxford cannot be compared. “We 
were only part of Oxford Uni­
versity in a very minor league 
way.’’ However Miss Kruchkow 
felt that classes at UNH were 
better in some respects. Miss 
Conroy added, “ The student is 
the one who is supposed to take 
the initiative. This was a diffi­
cult adjustment for most stu­
dents.”
The girls returned to New Eng­
land in mid-August.
New Hampshire libraries now 
have access to three million vol­
umes through a statewide net­
work.
The 1968-69 edition of the 
“ Granite” yearbook will be pub­
lished in three weeks, announced 
senior Kathleen Mehron, editor- 
in-chief of the 69-70 yearbook.
“ I really think people will 
like it,” said Miss Mehron. “ It’s, 
the most artistic yearbook ever 
seen at UNH.” Alice MacKinnon 
is the editor of the 68-69 year­
book, which Miss Mehron said 
“ is not a traditional yearbook.”
She noted that the ’69 and the 
’70 editions of the “ Granite” 
emphasize the artistic rather 
than the literary aspects of a 
yearbook.
“ The Individual” has been se­
lected as the theme of next year’s 
“ Granite.” The yearbook will
not fit the traditional form, since 
there will be no sections nor 
posed group pictures. Photo­
graphers will be taking candid 
pictures of individuals and groups 
in action, including dormitory 
residents^ fraternities, and istu- 
dentleaders.
“We do intend to cover all 
relevant aspects of campus life, 
but in order to do this I don’t 
see the necessity of any group 
shots at all,” asserted Miss 
Mehron.
“ The emphasis is on action,” 
observed Ken Wheatley, photo­
graphy editor. He anticipates 
strong student reaction to the 
sports pictures in the’70 “ Gran­
ite” .
UN Symposium held today
Governor Walter Peterson 
arrived on campus today for his 
Symposium on the United Na­
tions: “ The World in 1984:
Its people, resources, environ­
ment and government.”
Chairman John H. Morisonwill 
speak on “ The Population Im 
pact” by Dr. Max Milliken, di­
rector for International Studies 
at the Massachusetts Institute 
of Technology, in the Learning 
Center at 12 noon.
The panel discussions are 
“ Resources and Their Utiliza­
tion” with speaker Dr. Carroll 
L. Wilson from MIT, at the New 
England Center Auditorium at 2 
p.m.; and “ The Environment
and Its Control” with Dr. Robert 
S. Morison from Cornell Uni­
versity, also in the auditorium, 
at 4 p.m.
Professor JohnG. Stoessinger, 
director of political affairs at the 
United Nations, will present an 
address on “ The United Nations 
and the World in 1984.”
The speech will follow a social 
hour in the center’s reception 
area and art gallery at 6 p.m., 
and a dinner at 7 p.m. in the 
Learning Center.
Fish farms in the Far East 
produce as much as 1,000 lbs. 
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Images in Mime 
presented by Allied Arts
Allied Arts will present 
“ IMAGES IN MIME” ,apremiere 
performance by Tony Montanaro 
on October 28 at 8 p.m. in the 
Johnson Theater.
“ IMAGES IN MIME” , a new 
solo program by Montanaro, 
presents a tremendous variety of 
impressions, ideas, stories and 
episodes in a continuous flow of 
themes ranging fr,̂ omthe classics 
of Greek mythology to the harsh 
reality of modern times counter- 
pointed with original music by 
Arnold Gamson,
Montanar o’s theatrepulses 
with relevant and mature state­
ment in a wry commentary and an 
. impudent sharing of hilarity and 
sardonic observations.
As a major American theatre 
artist Montanaro is a mime 
who serves the art with a great 
gift of talent and superb dis­
cipline. His is a fully realized 
artistry that communicates to 
both innocent and sophisticate. 
His artistry has matured out of an 
extensive theatre background of 
study in modern dance, classical 
drama, with Louise Gifford at 
Columbia University then with 
Marcel Marceau and Etienne De- 
croux, in mime.
Montanaro first per­
formed “ A Mime’s Eye View” 
at the Gramercy Arts Theatre 
in New York City and was widely 
acclaimed by reviewers as fas­
cinating and a theatre artist to 
watch.
Subsequently, each season 
Montanaro tours to college 
and community audiences in many 
regions of the United States and 
Canada.
In the past two years Mon­
tanaro has made three films 
“ The Mime” , “ Sketches” , “ Il­
lusions” for the Center for Mass 
Communication of Columbia Uni­
versity. Appearances on network 
television led Montanaro to a 
series of his own designed for 
family interest, “ Pretendo” 
seen on CBS affiliated television 
stations.
Earlier Montanaro con­
ceived, created and performed 
twenty weeks of television com­
mercials that were filmed in 
Italy for the Colgate-Palmolive 
Company.
He has performed as Guest 
Artist on national convention pro­
grams of the American Educa­
tional Theatre Association, the 
National Catholic Theatre Con­
ference, as well as the New Eng­
land Theatre Conference, at the
Tony Montanaro
White House, and at perform­
ing arts festivals including 
The ‘Promenades’ at Lincoln 
Center.
Mr. Montanaro will hold a 
master class at 11 a.m. in the 
Johnson Theater and at 3 p.m. 
in the Hennessey on the 28th. 
Everyone is invited to attend 
and participate.
A siviile ioday  
m ay give you 
more to smile 
about tom orrow .
Stuort Shaines’ Inc.
Durham’s Center For 
Traditional And Latost 
Fashions!
Cold weather, snow, in October! What 
you need is a good warm outer coat.
We carry Norfolks, Bush coats, double 
breasteds in tweeds, herringbones and 
corduroy, or look at a nice warm 
woolrich CPO coat.
Just arrived! Imitation furs in black 
and brown double breasteds, BELL 
BOTTOM JEANS by Paul Ressler. 
Stop by soon.
Allmendlnger teaches Subs course
by Tom Keller
Rare book given 
to UNH library
A rare 15th Century book of 
philosophy was recently pre­
sented to the University Library 
by the UNH Alumni Fund. The 
acquisition of the book marked 
the accumulation of one half mil­
lion volumes by the Ezekiel 
DiamondMemorial Library.
The book was written by 14th 
Century scholar and author 
Walter Burley, and is translated 
from medieval Latin as “ Of the 
Lives and Morals of the Philoso­
phers.”
The book is believed to have 
been published before 1493 by an 
anonymous printer thought to be 
the teacher ofWilliam Canton, the 
father of modern painting.
The book is termed “ a fif­
teenth century best seller,” by 
Jack Hanrahan, an English 
instructor and specialist in early 
printed books.
“ The book was written by an 
Englishman for an English speak­
ing country and seemed to be ap­
propriate,” said Hanrahan. “ It’s 
in extraordinary condition and we 
couldn’t resist it.”
Eugene A. Allmendinger, as­
sociate professor of mechanical 
engineering, instructed the na­
tion’s first course in submarine 
vehicle systems at the Uni­
versity of Hawaii last year.
“ All ways of transporting and 
allowing man to live under the sea 
were included in the course,” ex­
plained Allmendinger, who also 
taught a naval architecture 
course at Hawaii during his sab­
batical leave from UNH.
The submarine course included 
a study of different submarine 
systems in relation with atmos­
pheric pressures. Allmendinger 
hopes to introduce a similar 
course at UNH next semester.
Naval Architecture would be 
the prerequisite of the new 
course. Allmendinger also teach­
es that course which involves 
hydrostatics and hydrodynamics, 
the physics of floating bodies.
The two-course naval program 
is not geared to “ produce marine 
scientists,” according to All­
mendinger, but “ to provide a 
supplementary package of infor­
mation for people going on to 
graduate school.”
At Hawaii, the UNH professor 
also instructed a course in Naval 
architecture, this one concerned 
with the design and construction 
of the hulls of floating bodies. He 
also aided in the reorganization 
of the Department of Ocean En­
gineering curriculum and in the 
development of a doctoral pro­
gram in the field.
“ It was a particularly good 
year to be there,” he observed.
He had the opportunity to work on 
a document entitled “ Hawaii 
and the Sea,” which was pre­
pared by the University of Hawaii 
for the state.
The report served as a road­
map, showing where Hawaii was 
going as far as sea research 
is concerned, Allmendinger ex­
plained. “ It illustrated how our 
nation is becoming exceedingly 
interested in inner space as well 
as outer space,” he said.
Allmendinger became inter­
ested in the University of Hawaii 
when he visited in the state in 
1962 while on a National Science 
Foundation grant. The challenge 
to help the school establish an 
Ocean Engineering department 
lured him back last year.
In addition to his teaching 
duties at UNH, Allmendinger 
serves as an officer in the De­
partment of Marine Science and 
Technology. This department 
supervises the activities of the 
Engineering, Design and Analysis. 
Laboratory, a model sea labora­
tory, and the Jackson Estuarine 
Laboratory, a marine biology 
project.
Allmendinger has been teach­
ing in the mechanical engineer­
ing department since 1958.
POEM FOR
THE YOUNG IDEALIST 
teacher said do you 
hate your mommy? i said i 
love her and she said you’re 
lying you don’t really 
mean that 
do you?
i said i’m sorry i
love her and she said i was
very
sick
OPEN EVERY NITE TIL 9
Male and Female
HELP WANTED
Part Time. Hours Arranged. Apply In Person at
RED SHOEBARN
36 Broadway
Opan nitas 'tM 9
Oovar
Eugene A. Allmendinger
(Photo by Waliner) 
Advertisement
Why Do You Have A 
Poor Memory?
A  noted publisher in Chicago 
reports there is a simple tech­
nique for acquiring a powerful 
memory which can pay you real 
dividends in both business and 
social advancement and works 
like magic to give you added 
poise, necessary self-confidence 
and greater popularity.
According to this publisher, 
many people do not realize how 
much they could influence 
others simply by remembering 
accurately everything they see, 
hear, or read. Whether in busi­
ness, at social functions or even 
in casual conversations with new 
acquairitances, there are ways in 
which you can dominate each 
situation by your ability to re­
member.
To acquaint the readers of 
this paper with the erasy-to- 
follow rules for developing skill 
in remembering anything you 
choose to remember, the pub­
lishers have printed f̂ ull details 
of their self-training method in a 
new booklet, “Adventures in 
Memory,” which will be mailed 
free to anyone who requests it. 
No obligation. Send your name, 
address, and zip code to: 
Memory Studies, 835 Diversey 
Pkwy., Dept. 171A10, Chicago, 
111. 60614. A postcard will do.
417
.V A N  H E U S E N
You've emancipated your id and you're doing 
your own thing! Now you can wear the shirt 
that isn’t  up tight in drab conventionality. 
Van Heusen "417.” The shirt with turned- 
on stripes and mind-bending solid hues.
The one with handsome new Brooke 
collar. And with permanently pressed 
Vanopress to liberate you from the 
irofiing grind. Unbind your mind, 
man! Don a “417” shirt from Van 
Heusen!
Viewpoint
Dining: a student prerogative
When the student caucus convenes next 
Monday, it will consider an amendment 
introduced by Mark Wefers, president of 
of the Residence Hall Advisory Council, 
that would make dining hall services non- 
compulsory for all University students.
Presently, all freshmen, sophomores, and 
juniors living in University residence halls 
are required to purchase semester meal 
tickets unless they are fraternity or sorority 
members "boarding" at their respective 
houses.
Dining services have improved greatly 
over the past two years thanks to RHAC 
and the cooperation of both Herbert Kim­
ball, university business manager, and Jane 
Griswold, director of dining services.
The dining service now offers students 
their choice of a 5- or 7-day ticket; longer.
more flexible dining hours; an ice cream 
machine; and double servings on most en­
trees; but one long-standing problem re­
mains unsolved.
Students should not be forced to eat in 
the dining halls.
Eighty per cent of the 1000 students 
who recently answered a poll taken by 
RHAC said they would eat in the dining 
halls even if they weren't required to do so. 
The remaining 20 per cent should be allow­
ed to eat when and where they please.
Regardless of improvements in dining 
hall services, a student's diet is his own 
business until he buys a meal ticket and, in 
effect, asks the University to regulate his 
meals.
He should be given that prerogative.
And then there was light
You are motoring down Main street at 
about 9 p.m. listening to your radio or 
chatting with passengers. Perhaps your driv­
ing attention is not as intense as it should 
be. Suddenly a dark figure looms in front 
of your bumper. Thump. Screech.
You come to a halt and hurriedly rush 
back to find a body laying injured in the 
road. "I couldn't see him," you mutter. " I t  
was too dark, he just came at me from out 
of nowhere."
Unfortunately, that excuse will not hold 
up in court. Unfortunately, the busiest 
streets of Durham are unlighted where 
pedestrian traffic is heaviest.
It seems inconsistent with recent mea­
sures to retain firearms for the Campus 
Security force not to provide students with 
some measure of physical security. The 
newly installed lampposts stretching from 
Hamilton Smith to Hetzel Hall do little to
provide anything but aesthetic beauty on a 
snowy night. It might also be argued that 
they create a backlight situation in which a 
street crossing footwalker is shadowed, not 
illuminated.
What sort of circumstances could pre­
vent such an obvious installation? Can 
Durham ordinances be the obstacle? We 
think not. Most. Durham streets seem well 
lighted, especially in business areas. Perhaps 
we revert to the justification that the 
T-Hall-DeMerrittcomplex is the one sacred, 
unmolestable scenic splendor of this cam­
pus.
Should these be the prime considerations 
in refusing to install adequate lighting?
As in the case of the fire alarm system; 
must a student or pedestrian be killed or 
seriously maimed before steps are taken to 
properly light these intersections?
See Letter to the Editor.
There s’no room
New Hampshire's earliest and heaviest 
snowfall for the month of October brings a 
sticky question to mind; what will be the 
special snowstorm parking procedure?
Last year, following back-to-back snow­
fa lls , Doug Peters, then a University 
Senator, asked what arrangements could be 
made to eliminate the winter parking head­
aches. He received no answer.
During that crucial period, spaces were 
at an even higher premium than at present. 
So many vehicles were stranded that many 
lots were not cleared for a week. No pro­
cedures had been implemented to extricate
snow-bound cars. The results: either a poor 
plowing job or none at all.
To further frustrate the Service Depart­
ment's efforts, all classes were held as 
scheduled. Most sidewalks were not cleared 
until late afternoon the next day.
Parking lots were jammed and their en­
trances blocked by cars stranded in the 
storm. Many professors were unable to 
meet classes which some students literally 
risked their lives to attend.
Now is the time to develop a viable pro­
gram for winter snow conditions. A well 
defined, well enforced plan is a must if last 
year's catastrophes are to be avoided.
TNf NfWNAlirSIMIf
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'4  simple desire fo r peace'
But one never 
And so it was
As I enter my third year, I 
can say that I have learned 




For it seems to me (and to 
those of us who did participate 
in the Moratorium) that the 
majority of the students on this 
campus would just as soon see 
the killing and death in Vietnam 
continue as see it stopped. It 
seems that this large majority 
believes that the only path to 
peace is the path that has been 
trod by dead bodies. The way 
to peace is through war and 
through more waste of lives is 
what their silence seems to say. 
If only Mr. Loeb knew how many 
followers he seems to have at 
UNH.
And now, in less than a month
the second Vietnam Moratorii 
will be taking place. Andthesai 
400 to 500 of us (peaceniks, bej 
niks, hippies, yippies, yello 
bellies, commies, our agents a 
dupes, according to Mr. Loe 
will go out again and work ] 
peace. I guess we will work ] 
peace because we have an absi 
and ridiculous desire for i 
the murdering to stop. We se( 
human being as a person, no 
chess piece to be moved ur 
taken. A simple desire for pea( 
A simple desire for life for the 
who will die tomorrow. But tl 
of course these desires are 1 
wants of no-good commun 
yellow-bellied hippies.
There is just one questioi 
wish you would ask yourselvc 
How many have died during i 
time it took you to read thi 
Chuck Theodore *
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iham  lighting  
adequate
' the past three years I have 
near Madbury Road. On 
rous occasions after dark I 
experienced heart stopping 
--that “ what i f ’ kind of 
that leaves one with a 
ing, empty feeling in the pit 
stomach--as m ycarnar- 
missed .students who 
3d to pop up from the pave- 
of Madbury Road. Thelight- 
n that street is absolutely 
juate--particularly, taking 
ccount the heavy pedestrian 
3 it bears after sunset, 
rge THE NEW HAMPSHIRE 
ovide support necessary to 
Madbury Road properly 
d.
draw an analogy all too 
lar to this campus: Let’s 
istall the fire alarm after 




Student eritidzes omission o f sports page
I feel the omission of the sports 
page from the Oct. 17 issue of 
THE NEW HAMPSHIRE was in­
appropriate for two reasons: 
your duty as a university news­
paper is to inform students of all 
campus activities; the justifica­
tion of the sports editors was in­
excusable. The term violence ap­
pears confused with that of ag­
gression. Most students of human
behavior will agree that aggres­
sion is one of several basic “ ... 
personality traits characterized 
by energy, application and de­
termination and is of a construct­
ive nature.’’ (“ Modern Clinical 
Psychiatry’’, Noyes and Kolb, 6 th 
ed.) Making love, not war, is 
one means of channeling aggres­
sion. However, let us realize 
that not all energy is sexual and
must be allowed expression in 
other means acceptable to so­
ciety. ’Athletic contest through­
out history has satisfied man’s 
aggressive desires. Therefore, 
I propose that sport is a con­
structive means for dealing with 
basic human needs and should be 
viewed as a complement to War 
Moratorium activities.
Bill Windsor ’70
Concert goer scores New Hampshire review
Position termed 
hypocritical
In the latest issue of THE 
NEW HAMPSHIRE, you dedi­
cated that issue to the Mora­
torium. In the article titled 
“ Extra Points - The Paper Jock” 
it was stated that sports were 
violent and therefore the sports 
page would be omitted, as vio­
lence and the Moratorium were 
incompatible.
Instead of the sports page you 
had a three-quarters of a page 
spread advertising Pratt and 
Whitney Aircraft. The ad states 
that one of the programs of the 
company “ includes jet engines 
for the newest military and com­
mercial jets.” It seems to me 
that in this issue devoted to the 
Moratorium, the paper is being a 
bit inconsistent in accepting an 
ad from a company which states 
openly that it is a part of the war 
effort.
The better part of another page 
was devoted to ads promoting 
the local theaters. Among the 
movies scheduled to be shown 
were “ Bonnie and Clyde” ; “ Hang 
’em High” , “ Castle Keep” , and 
“ Che” ; all with basically vio­
lent themes, two are even about 
war (“ Che” and “ Castle Keep” )!
“ Can it matter who won the 
World Series?” I think it can 
very much, if it can make a city 
of ten million people a city of 
brothers, even if for only one 
afternoon.
Please don’t misunderstand 
me. I’m not opposed to defense 
contracts or X movies, only to the 
very hypocritical stand the paper 
has taken on its policy of incom­
patibility.
Jennie Lu Hill ’73
It seems not only are you lack­
ing in musical appreciation, but 
also in determining musical abi­
lity and rhythmic behavior.
Richie Havens has been around 
as a well known performer and 
poet long enough so that he sould 
be appreciated and not criticized. 
If you had been listening to the 
words he sang rather than dis­
criminating against his style, you 
would have come out of the con­
cert thinking instead of disap­
pointed.
And you were disappointed not 
with his performance but mainly 
because he was not a “ big” 
name, like Hendrix or Dylan— 
that is who the people at this 
school would have been im­
pressed with. However they 
would be impressed with the name.
not the ability of the group. Most 
positive thinking people tho­
roughly enjoyed listening to as 
well as seeing Richie Havens per­
form. He enjoys himself while 
he’s playing and captures the 
attention of the audience by his 
quick movements, his keeping 
time, and his fascinating guitar 
playing.
His dialogues were very pro- 
vocative--and it’s too bad that 
more people like yourself didn’t 
listen and think about what he 
had to say. His words and th­
oughts were very cohesive. . . 
time separates the country more 
than we realize, and we cry for 
peace and togetherness, yet we 
only find this peace and soli­
tude in ourselves when we are 
alone. How can mankind unite?
If you can get a hold of his 
album, “ Mixed Bag,” listen to 
a few songs (all of which have 
a different beat and meaning) 
and notice the background 
music--there is none or very 
little. There is of course his 
lead guitar, and in several songs 
you can slightly notice the drums, 
such as were in this concert. 
And his voice is not as clear 
as it was in person, as can sel­
dom be achieved by any artist 
on any record, (Also please 
note, he has no lisp!!!)
Richie Havens is a great and 
sensitive artist, and you should 
be embarrassed you thought 
yourself learned enough to cri­
ticize his fine art.
Deborah Sarner
New Hampshire editor replies to review  critic
Miss Sarner would do well to 
check her facts before calling 
the kettle black.
Since when does a perfor­
mer’s endurance in the lime­
light of the entertainment world 
serve as a criteria of his a r­
tistic ability? May we point out 
that Richie Havens was not a 
well known musician, poet or 
lyricist. Many of the students 
attending last weekends concert 
had no idea of Haven’s musical 
ability or his style. Some had 
never heard of him.
Secondly, it would seem, jud­
ging by the turnout, that few UNH 
students will settle for nothing 
more or less than a funky, rock 
group in the Temptations or Su- 
premes category.
Provocative is one way of des­
cribing Havens’ dialogues. Sto­
ned raps, however, is the more 
accurate term. His raps were 
provocative only in that they made 
you think of the absurd realities 
which we bypass every day in
our busy schedules. As most 
drug users will agree, most any­
thing you say when you are sto­
ned tends to become increas­
ingly important to the speaker 
although in reality it may be in­
significant.
Miss Sarner’s most obvious 
lack in music appreciation is the 
most basic necessity, a discern­
ing ear for music and tone. Were 
she to listen to Havens “ Mixed 
Bag” album again she would 
notice that for accompaniment 
Havens is backed by a piano, 
organ, electric piano, bass, 
drums, second guitar, tabladrum 
and an amplified accoustical gui­
tar. Most of his album selec­
tions are played in the same 
4-4 beat.
Very seldom do live perfor­
mances equal or surpass re ­
corded selections. The reason 
is simple to understand. - A- 
coustics in recording studios are 
generally better for music and
vocal combinations. Secondly, 
the technical skixl involved in 
producing a record from a studio 
is so perfected that errors can 
be eliminated, voices dubbed, 
sound levels equalized and spe­
cial effects added to improve 
the packaged production. You ' 
have no control over the en­
vironment in a live performance 
nor do you get a second or third 
chance.
Perhaps Havens has no lisp 
but he is missing his upper, 
front teeth which would normally 
absorb vocal cord utterances 
as they left the mouth.
A quote taken from the re ­
verse side of his “ Mixed Bag” 
album emphasizes his musical 
limitations; “ He picked up the 
guitar, taught himself and began 
playing in E-Chord open tuning, 
a unique sound which Richie loved 
and decided to stick with.”
Class dismissed.
The Editors
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Hunger report devastating
Opening of UN week at Concord State House, Monday, Oct. 20. From left to right: Monseig­
neur Philip Kenney, Ambassador Pardo from Malta, Governor Peterson, John Morison, Chair­
man Governor’s Committee on the United Nations, and Reverend Frank Gross.
(Continued from page 1) 
cording to the University Ex^ 
tension Service, “ receive less 
than 2/3 of the minimum re­
quirements in one or more of the 
basic nutritional categories,” the 
report reveals.
San Souci and MacKay added 
a list of federal, state, county 
and local recommendations to 
their study of hunger conditions. 
They suggest direct monetary 
assistance to the poor, and 
federal intervention in areas 
that refuse to participate in the 
present “ Donated Foods Pro­
gram.”
But the report places the blame 
on the state, county and local 
levels of administration of the 
programs. The New Hampshire 
legislature failed to supply 
$20,000 last May to implement 
a pilot Food Stamp Program 
which would have enabled the poor 
to choose their food with stamps 
worth more than their cost. The 
surplus program offers the poor 
only what food is available;
The study also suggests the
state “ provide regular training 
sessions for all state, county 
and local welfare administra­
tors.” The report continues, “ It 
should be the case worker’s first 
duty (to assist) the needy...not 
(to find) loopholes to disqualify 
applicants.”
Noting that the major role of 
food assistance lies in the county 
governments, the report asks the 
commissioners to believe that 
poverty exists in their areas and 
work to eliminate hostility to the 
needs of the poor.
“ Counties should make every 
effort to reach all the needy within 
their borders and acquaint them 
with the assistance programs 
available,” the study recom­
mends.
All levels of government, in­
cluding towns, should enlist 
“ self-help” volunteers to dis­
tribute the food and work with 
the needy and elderly who are 
unable to receive food unless 
someone provides transportation 




The University Theater wUl present Its 
last performance of "The Madwoman of 
ChaU'ot" tonight at 8 p.m. in Johnson Theater. 
Tick* -.s are available at Huddleston 209 or ext. 
570.
FRESHMAN HOCKEY
Fr shmen interested In trying out for 
fresi aan hockey should get in touch with 
Coac Charles Holt, ext. 508, as soon as 
poss ble.
PIANO RECITAL
Professor Donald Steele of the music de­
part nent wUl present his annual faculty piano 
recital Oct. 29 at 8 p.m. in Johnson Theater. 
Selections by Bach, Schumann, Haydn, 
DeFaila, Griffes, and Bartok will be per­
formed.
JOURNALISM INTERNSHIPS
The Newspaper Fund, Inc. is offering op­
portunities for juniors to work as interns 
In newspaper reporting or copy editing next 
summer. The program Includes a $500 in­
tern scholarship in addition to pay. Applica­
tions are available at the Placement Office.
STUDENT GOVERNMENT
All students interested in running for 
President or Vice-President of the StvIiSent 
Government are asked to see Student Govern­
ment President Brad Cook or call ext. 396 
before Nov. 1.
SWIM TEAMS
Students trying out for Varsity or Fresh­
men Swim teams should contact Coach Arnold 
at the Field House Pool immediately.
DISCUSSION
The Inter-Varsity Christian Fellowship 
will conduct a discussion on “ The Future for 
Modern Ethics" in the Carroll Room of the 
Memorial Union on Oct. 27at 6:30p.m. Guest 
speaker will be Rev. Richard Germaine.
FRESHMAN CAMP
Applications for the 1970 Freshman Camp 
staff are available outside the Camp office, 
room 107 In the Union.
ENCOUNTER WEEKEND
The Newman Apostolate will sponsor an 
encounter weekend at Rye Beach, N.H. the 
weekend of Oct. 31-Nov. 2. Charge will 
be $18. For more information call ext. 718.
PRE-MARRIAGE CONFERENCE
A conference for couples planning to be 
married within the year will be conducted 
in the Student Center of the Church of 
St. Thomas More on Nov. 3, 4, and 5 at 8 
p.m. All couples must pre«register before 
Oct. 30. Call ext. 718 for more information.
KARATE
There will be Karate demonstrations and
discussions on women’s self-defense in the 
Strafford Room of the Memorial Union at 
7 pjn. Sunday nights. The meeting is for 
women only.
NEW BOOKS
The Browse Section on the main floor 
of the Library has received paperbound 
books, including classics, popular fiction 
and a wide variety of non-fiction. These 
books can be charged out at the Main Desk.
SINGERS NEEDED
The Durham Chamber Singers needs more 
tenors and basses to sing Renaissance and 
baroque music. Any faculty, students, or 
townspeople interested should call Jeanie 
Goodwin at 742-7394 or Jan Leighton at 
868-2332.
PLACEMENT
A discussion on "Careers in Teaching" 
will be conducted in the CarrolUBelknap
Room of Ihe Memorial Union Oct, 29 at fv
7 p.m. i:*::
SPU ^
An educational forum, movie and dls- £<< 
cussion, and a business meeting for the X* 
Students Political Union will be conducted xl 
Oct. 26 at 8 p.m. in the Senate Roomofp;;! 
the Memorial Union. X<
MISS UNH PAGEANT |
A kickoff meeting for all perspective 
Miss UNH Pageant sponsors and candidates <*1 
will be conducted in the Merrimack-Senate 
Room in the Memorial Union on Oct. 28 
at 8 p.m. Refreshments will be served, 'x
CONCERT
Devin Terrison and group will present a X; 
concert in Johnson Theater on Nov. 1 at X;
8 p.m. Tickets are $1 and are available at 
Stuart Shaines’ in Durham and at the door. X*
IS ACCEPTING 
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N O  B L A M E
What have we done my 
lovely lady.
What?
What have we done my lovely
lady.
Where?
What have we done my lovely lady. 
How?
As It was
so It Shall Be 
For Ever and Ever . . .
We have done nothing.
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Kitten s o c c e r  team snows Terriers
by Mike Ipavec
Snow was falling through the 
:cJld air, as it had been for most 
ifithe day. The sky loomed grey 
lyfer the field and the University 
New Hampshire’s freshman 
;occer team was about to host 
Jhston University’s freshman 
K̂ iad.
UNH won by a score of 3-1.
Soccer, a sport popular the 
/brld over, is supposed to be 
(liyed on green grass in warm 
weather. Rarely has the game 
>€Sen played under such adverse 
auditions.
The game opened with both 
earns overrunning balls because 
ne players could not judge how 
a* it would roll in the snow. 
'6. put together a good offensive
rush a team usually must rely 
on pin-point passing. Under these 
conditions, this was impossible.
For nine minutes both squads 
stumbled around in the snow 
unable to organize a drive, al­
though UNH usually had posses­
sion of the ball. During this 
time the home team had a number 
of scoring chances but the ele­
ments, and some fine goaltending 
by BU’s George Scanlon, stopped 
UNH: “ cold” .
Suddenly, the ball squirted 
loose and Bu brought it down- 
field. From the center of a 
crowd, gathered near the UNH 
goal, the ball came toward the 
goalmouth where goalie Tom 
Page stooped to make the stop, 
but here Mother Nature inter­
ceded.
C lA S S IF IE D A P S
PIANO PLAYER WANTED: Fri. & Sat. nights at Indian 
Mound Golf Course, Rt. 16 Center Ossipee, N.H. Salary 
arranged, room free — excellent opportunity for someone 
who likes to ski. Call 539-4538.
1965 BUICK SPECIAL WAGON standard transmission V-6 
— Good tires with MTD snow tires $625. Call 868-2395.
TUTORING IN ITA LIA N  — Translation, literary and tech 
nical material. Write G. Pinton, Box 353, Durham.
WANTED — Experienced guitarist wanted for popular rock 
group. Mixed bag. Steady work guaranteed. Must audition. 
Call 868-2831.
FOR SALE: 1964 VW — $700 or best offer. Call Scott at 
742-0404.
FOR SALE: Dyna Pas 3 x stereo pre amp $39.00, Mark III 
60 watt mono amp $29.00. Call 868-2490.
FOR SALE: 1964 Opel Station Wagon — standard — Good 
tires — R & H. Call 964-8206 after 6 p.m. $295.
LOST: Midland cassette tape recorder. Left in Hetzel lounge 
Oct. 3. Will the person who "borrowed" this please return — 
no questions asked. Contact Carol Anderson, Ext. 326 or 
the Hetzel house mother.
SOPHOMORES THROUGH GRADUATE -  Students part- 
time position available as a manager for on-campus adver­
tising, Market Research, and Sales Promotion Programs. 
Liberal fees will provide a steady income all-year. If in­
terested, call collect 1-414-272-2850 (Milwaukee, Wise.)
FOR SALE: '48 NASY, runs well, good rubber, needs some 
work. Inquire at 12 Jenkins Court, Apt. No. 5, Durham.
FOR SALE — VW Sedan — good body, excellent motor. 
$500 or best offer. John Vorel, Ext. 696 -  ATO. Just 
Friday.
series of terrifyina and lunn 
confrontations with wife- 
murderers, gamblers, perverts 
prostitutes, pimps and 
innocents played by a 
rare assortment of 
professionals including Rip 
Tom and Beverly Bentley and 
amateurs like G eorge  
Plim pton, Jack Richardson, 
Michael McClure, Edward 
Bonetti and Peter Rosoff... 
BEYOND THE LAW is fust about 
everything that THE DETECTIVE
W B S n 'tm " - V IN C E N T  CANBY, N.Y. TIMES
October 27,1969  
Social Science Center 
Room #4, 6:00 & 9:00 
Admission $1.00 
or season ticket
Instead of playing the ball 
cleanly as he normally would 
have*, the frigid goalie dropped 
the snow-caked ball and BU’s 
opportunistic Don Warby booted 
it into the net for the game’s 
first score at 9:30 of the first 
period.
The game remained pretty 
much a battle of frustration with 
each side fighting harder against 
the snow and the cold than the 
other team. Both the second and 
third periods slipped by, while 
everyone was noticing ,the 
weather and the home club’s 
inability to score, even though 
they possessed the ball most of 
the time. The only change was 
that nearly another inch of the 
white stuff had fallen.
For the first six minutes of 
the fourth and final period the 
game followed the pattern it had 
for the initial three periods. BU 
was trapped in it’s own zone, but, 
with the continual help of the ele­
ments and of it’s fine goalie 
managed to keep UNH off the
scoreboard. The home team, 
with pleading from the bench and 
a good amount of hustle, continued 
to keep BU trapped but still 
couldn’t score.
W here a  little goes a  lot further
TOYOTA
CORONA Prices start at
And both Coronas give you: Reclining bucket seats • 90 hp, 1900cc 
HiTorque engine •  0 - to ^  in 16 sec. pick-up -T o p  90 mph • 25 miles 
or more per gallon • 4-on-the-floor • Fully automatic transmission 
(optional) •  Dozens of luxury and safety features.
Tnt drive Hie Teiiali Corona, today...at
SNOW BALL - - An  unidentified member of the Wildkitten soccer 
team attempts to clear the ball across snow covered Brackett 
Field in Wednesday’s contest with BU. UNH put the game on ice 
with three fourth period goals as they downed the Terriers, 3-1.
(Photo by Wallner)
A BU defenseman was caught 
holding the ball with his hands 
at the 6:30 mark and UNH was 
given a free kick. The atmos­
phere was tense as Dave Mills 
approached the ball and kicked 
it through the hands of the diving 
goalie, into the net for UNH’s 
first score.
Suddenly the Wildkittens caught 
fire. Inspired by the goal and 
realizing they could score they 
never let up. After three minutes 
of unsuccessful attacking on the 
part of UNH, the team had its 
second goal when Dan Philson, 
with an assist from Joe Murdock, 
slammed the ball past Scanlon.
BU still could not clear its 
zone and to win soccer games a 
team must do just that. After 
a few narrow misses Mills con­
nected on his second goal o^the 
day for the Wildkittens, an un­
assisted effort, 11 minutes into 
the last quarter. The home team 
still kept the pressure on and, 
confronted with the UNH defense 
and the snow, BU had only reached 
mid field when the clock ran out 
nine minutes later.
V ilOMT ipcrti sMtanA 2<4Mr hiifiHtf
HARRIS MOTORS, INC.
843 CENTRAL AVENUE  
DOVER, N.H. 03820
742-1914 Open Evenings
Japan's No. 1 Automobile Manufacturer
Ws'R L DS A L C E R Y
4 7  Bow S t  Portsmouth,  N.H. -  4 3 6 * 9 6 7 /  
Folk Singing •  Performers Workshop
A Film by N O R M A N  MAILER presented by G rove Press
Aquarius Coffeehouse
in
Schofield House (across from Stoke) 
Thurs. 8 PM — 1 AM 
Fri. & Sat. 9 PM -  2 AM
Live Entertainment 
Thurs. — Hoot — anything goes 
Fri. — Josh Sherman
25(zf cover Fri. & Sat.
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Ill-fa ted  Cats face NU elevea
Injuries still haunt the Wild­
cats as they prep for the re ­
mainder of the season's games 
in hopes of salvaging a winning 
record.
The Cats will be facing North­
eastern University in tomorrow’s 
contest at Cowell Stadium. The 
Huskies have a reputation of 
being “ Tough and rugged--some­
times more than you are sup­
posed to be on Saturday after­
noon,” commented Coach Root.
Northeastern currently holds 
a 2-3 record, and has been run­
ning into the same difficulties 
UNH has had. In their three 
losses to UVM, AIC and Spring- 
field the Huskies have been able 
to bring the ball downfield, but 
have had trouble getting into the 
end zone.
The Huskies are led by ju­
nior quarterback Bob Connors 
who is rated by UNH freshman 
Coach Jim Goodfellow as a fair 
passer who can get the job done 
if given enough protection by the 
line. Northeastern’s starting 
halfbacks are small, Walter Qu- 
igg, weighing 190, and Jim Fen- 
nessey, 180, but both runners 
possess good speed and an ex­
cellent sense of balance. Six- 
feet-one, 210-pound Ed Hitchborn 
fills.in the fullback slot, and is 
used mainly by the Huskies to 
pick up the short yardage through 
the middle.
The Northeastern defense will 
prove more formidable in to­
morrow’s tilt than it has been 
in the teams three losses. Ken 
Orcutt, the squads captain, has 
recovered from early season in­
juries and will be returning to 
bolster the center of the line.
Injuries have also taken their 
toll on the Wildcat team, and 
Root will be shuffling his lineup 
in Saturday’s game.
Steve Balloch will still be fil­
ling in for Harry Kouloheras at 
the right linebacker position. The 
left linebacker slot is still open 
with Dick Gordon, Fran Moore, 
Fred Walsh, and Chuck Elwell 
fighting for the position. Jim 
Ramsey, the starting linebacker, 
has been knocked out for the sea­
son with a knee injury.
Right defensive end Brett Ber­
nier is also out of the game wih 
knee trouble. Don Laliberte will
be moving across the line to his 
position. Gregg Kolinsky fills 
in for Laliberte at left end.
If Nelson Cassavaugh’s ankle 
improves by Saturday he will be 
starting at left defensive tackle, 
otherwise Ed Savage will fill in 
the position, with Cliff McDonald 
and Bob Tarbell working at right 
tackle.
Offensively Coach Root will 
work with two backfields. Bob 
Hopkins, Mike Shaughnessy, Carl 
DeFilippi, and Art Randlett will 
be the starting backfild for the 
game. The second backfield will 
becomposedof Bill Murdoch, Dave 
Sullivan, Hampton Ballard and 
Chip Breault.
Root also expects to substi­
tute sophomores Bob Koslowsky 
and Don Cantin into the halfback 
positions throughout the game.
THE FRESHMAN football team slid for more yardage than they 
gained running in Wednesday’s practice on the fields behind 
Cowell Stadium. The squad was prepping for today’s tilt with 
the Northeastern frosh.
Wildcats hooters trim St. A's; 
face Bates this afternoon
Field ho ikey team undefeated
The women’s intercollegiate 
field hockey team maintains a 
perfect 3-0 record so far this'" 
season. Only Colby Junior Col­
lege has scored against the team, 
but the UNH squad overcame the 
goal to gain a 3-1 victory. The 
team also holds shutouts over 
Plymouth State, 7-0, and Brad­
ford College, I-O.
The squad is a member of 
WISP, the Women’s Intercolle­
giate Sports Program. This pro­
gram provides an opportunity for 
all female students to play in 
a competitive program designed 
to provide a competitive team 
to compete against other schools 
or universities.
UNH has two more home 
games. On Wednesday, October 
29, it will meet Nasson College 
and on November 4 the team will 
host the University of Massachu­
setts. The games will be pl­
ayed at Memorial Field.
The Wildcat soccer team, led 
offensively by MariosEvriviades, 
edged St. Anselm’s College 1-0 
at Brackett Field Tuesday.
Both teams played a basically 
defensive game with neither team 
netting the ball until the closing 
minutes of the fourth period.
The winning goal for the W ild- 
cats came at 15:55 of the final 
quarter on a “ head-in” by Ev- 
riviades with an assist by John 
Voral.
Wildcat goalie Ed Meehan 
turned away 18 attempts, while 
the St. A’s net-minder, Frank 
White, tallied 21 saves.
The Wildcats’ record now st­
ands at 5-2 for the season, 1-2
in Yankee Conference compe­
tition.
Play Bates Today
The soccer team hosts Bates 
College of Lewiston, Maine, this 
afternoon at 2;30.
Coach Fernald, in anticipation 
of today’s game, stated, “ A vic­
tory over Bates will give us a 
clean sweep over our four Maine 
opponents. We’re looking for­
ward to the match.”
New Hampshire has already 
defeated Bowdoin, the University 
of Maine, and Colby.
Today’s game will be the last 
home soccer match until the sea­
son’s finale against the Univer­
sity of Massachusetts on Novem­
ber 16.
What should your education he?
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Dining Service operation and conditions explained
Required ticket purchases. 
Long lines. Unimaginative men­
us. Cold food. ID checks. Paper 
plates and cups. Higher charges. 
These are the complaints being 
voiced by some of the 3450 stu­
dents eating their meals in Uni­
versity dining halls this semest­
er.
The University currently pro­
vides full dining services for 
about half of its students through 
its two dining halls, Huddleston 
Hall and Stillings Hall. A third 
dining hall, Philbrook Hall, is 
scheduled for opening in Feb­
ruary.
Much of the student criticism 
centers around the requirement 
that all freshman, sophomore, 
and junior students living in Uni­
versity residence halls must eat 
in the University dining halls. 
Some students object to being 
“ forced” to use the dining halls. 
Others cite inadequacies of the 
dining halls, and argue that if 
the University requires students 
to eat in the dining halls, then it 
has the obligation to provide ade­
quate services in the dining halls.
In outlining the reasons behind 
the student dining hall require­
ment, University Business Mana­
ger Herbert Kimball remarked, 
“We have to have an insured 
revenue to protect our financial 
investment in the dining halls.” 
He emphasized that although the 
dining halls are built to supply 
needed dining facilities for Uni­
versity students, insurance is 
needed that a sufficient number of 
students will patronize the dining 
halls to make them financially 
self-supporting. “We have to 
meet a debt payment every year 
on our dining hall buildings,” 
he added.
Kimball noted, however, that 
students may be released from 
their dining hall obligation by 
filing a petition with the dining 
services. Petitions are ap­
proved for students with special 
dietary needs, for student teach-
CORRECTION
A correction is made to an 
article (“ Panel on impact of 
war draws little student re ­
sponse” ) appearing in the Octo­
ber 17 NEW HAMPSHIRE: Pro-  ̂
fessor Frederick Samuels said, 
“ The success or failure of demo­
cracy may depend on whether or 
not the people can peacefully 
communicate their views to our 
leaders.”
ers, and for sorority and fra­
ternity members living in resi­
dence halls but wishing to dine 
at their respective houses.
Of the dining hall inadequacies 
cited by the students, the one 
most often expressed is that of 
the long waiting lines at certain 
meal hours, notably noon meal at 
Huddleston Hall on weekends.
Responding to this criticism. 
Miss Jane Griswold, director 
of dining services, observed that 
on weekends most of the students 
eat their noon meal between 
twelve and one o’clock, whereas 
on weekdays students spread 
their noon meal time between 
11 and 1 o’clock because of 
class schedules. “ If you all 
went downtown to eat at the 
same time, you’d have to wait 
too,” she commented.
Miss Griswold also noted that 
the downstairs dining area of 
Huddleston Hall is now closed on 
weekends. She stated that the 
lower area had previously been 
open on weekends, but that not 
enough students had used it to 
justify keeping it open. “ The 
students would rather stand in 
line for the upstairs area than 
use the lower area,” she ob­
served.
The opening of Philbrook Din-^ 
ing Hall in February should 
eliminate any long waiting lines 
on both weekdays and weekends 
according to Miss Griswold.
Of the approximately 3450 meal 
tickets issued for both dining 
halls this semester, 1900 are 
full-week tickets, and 1450 are 
weekday-only tickets. The full- 
week ticket costs a student $250 
per semester; a weekday ticket 
costs $220. Computed on a cost 
per day basis, a student with a 
full-week ticket pays $2.27 for 
three meals, and a weekday ticket 
holder pay $2.72 per day. A 
full-week ticket provides for a 
total of 331 meals per semester; 




The Dining Service receives 
very little direct student reaction 
and criticism according to Miss 
Griswold. “ Only a few students 
ever come to the dining hall 
offices with their complaints or 
compliments,” she asserted. She 
observed that some students turn 
in anonymous notes with their 
trays. “ And we do read these 
notes,” she added.
Last year a dining hall com­
mittee was established under the 
Residence Hall Advisory Council 
to coordinatestudentdesires with 
Dining Service policy. But ac­
cording to Miss Griswold, the 
committee has yet to contact 
the Dining Service this year.
Those students who criticize 
dining hall menus can take their 
complaints and suggestions to the 
Dining Service Menu Committee. 
Miss Gloria Evans, manager of 
the Dining Service test kitchen, 
remarked that students are wel­
come to attend Menu Committee 
meetings. “We meet at 2 p.m. 
every Wednesday to review the 
previous week’s menu ” she said.
Miss Evans also supervises 
tests of all prospective products 
to be used in the dining halls. 
Tests are made for both quality 
and quantity. During a quality 
test, foods are rated under such 
categories as color, flavor, con­
sistency, texture, seasoning le 
vel, aroma, overall preference. 
The tests are made by a panel 
consisting of Miss Griswold, 
Miss Evans, and the dining hall 
managers. Miss Evans empha­
sized that “ the testing panel is 
open to anyone who wants to 
come in.”
The dining halls use paper ser­
vices for breakfast because of 
a worker shortage. “We’ve ne-
BOLOGNA CONTEST
If  you can cut a pound — 
you get it FREE  









Peter Fonda Dennis Hopper
C O L O R  Jack Nicholson
436-2605
E.M.LOEWS
ver had enough college students 
apply for our part time labor 
needs,” commented Miss Gris 
wold. Currently there are about 
100 college students and 40 high 
school students employed by the 
dining halls on a part time ba­
sis.
The self-service style of the 
dining halls is the main cause 
of cold food complaints noted 
Miss Griswold. “ A student can 
spend a lot of time at the salad 
table and the beverage dispen­
sers, and their meal can get 
cold,” she said.
Some students objected to-the 
increased food charges over last 
year. Miss Griswold cited in­
creasing food and labor costs as 
the main reason for the hike. 
“ We’re also providing more cho­
ice, and students can have se­
conds on most anything except 
some of the main meat entrees,” 
she added.
The Dining Service budget for 
the 1969-70 year is $1,650,000 
which provides for the operation 
of the three dining halls and a 
commissary located in Stillings 
Hall. The budget figure also 
includes a $159,250 debt payment 
on the dining hall buildings.
In calculating its budget for the 
year the dining halls plan on an 
absentee factor. The yearly a- 
verage for attendance for a di­
ning hall meal is about 75% of 
the total ticket holders. Be 
cause the dining service depends 
upon this absentee factor, checks 
of student ID cards are con­
ducted frequently in the dining 
halls.
“We’re a non-profit, self-sup­
porting organization,” noted 
Miss Griswold. “We do have 
a small net gain each year which 
we apply to improvements in the 
dining halls,” she added.
Kimball emphasized that im­
provements are continually being 
made in dining hall services and 
facilities. He cited the complete 
renovation of lower Huddleston 
Hall, new beverage and ice cream 
machines, and the adoption of the 
weekday/weekend meal ticket 
plan as recent improvements.
He concluded with the com­
ment, “ I wish that more students 
would realize just how hard the 
dining services work to please 
the students,”
Apparently, some students 







keep away from churches kid
choirs
benches
the old people sit in the park 
the young people lie on the grass 
keep back from the ages kid 
grey 
brick
the old buildings are crumbling 
the new held together by glue 




everything they told you was true 
and everything they proved was
a lie
don’t take up metaphysics my bOy
laugh
sing
without love where would we be 
back in the garden of eden 
an apple a day lets you pray boy 
so 
so
that’s the way your life runs 
plastic smooth as plastic 
don’t you think I know kid?
TRI-CITY CINEMAS
Rts. 9  & T6 -A  • D ove r-So m ersw orth  lin e  • 74 2 -7 3 1 7
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W. C. Fields
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COLUMBIA PICTURES presems it* ROMULUS
PRODUCTION 0. LIONEL BART'S
CINE EXCLUSIVE  SHOWING 
EVE. 7:00 -  9:00
20th CENTURY-FOX PRESENTS
m m f m m m
BUTCH CRSSlOy AND 
THE SUNDANCE KID
PANAVISION® COLOR BY DELUXE
